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Towards Empowering Oral Cultures Through Literacy
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The Renovation of Romance Reflexives

Scott M. Ellsworth  
A New Perception of Language Change

Robert L. Good  
Bilingual Dictionaries

Paul Hedengren  
Do Words Have Meaning?

Tim Hiatt  
Can Authors Alter Their Wordprints? Faulkner's Narrators in *As I Lay Dying*

John Hilton  
What Language Teachers Can Learn From High Jumpers

Keynote Address:  
Thomas Scovel  
Progress Report on the *Book of Mormon* Critical Text Project

Royal Skousen  
Another *Book of Mormon* Hebraism?

Deryle Lonsdale  
Some Stylistic Features of the German Translation of the Standard Works

Marvin Folsom  
Catalan: Language or Dialect?

Scott Glen Butler  
Personalization of the Existential *Haber* in Mexican Spanish

Kendall Moss  
A Pragmatic Approach to Spanish Verb Tenses

Juan Antonio Trujillo  
The Phonological Elements of the Spanish Accent
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William Eggington  
The Literate Culture Continuum Applied to *Book of Mormon* Peoples

Brian J. Fogg  
Terms of Address Among Latter-day Saints

Kim Claussen  
The Structure of Discourse in Hymns in Latter-day Saint Hymnals

Grant L. Anderson  
Reduction of /s/ in Dominican Spanish
Michael A. Simpson
Melissa Patrick

The Korean Language Trainer: Using HyperCard to teach the Korean writing system

Keynote Address:
Robert B. Kaplan

Writing Styles of Second Language Learners

Ray Graham

Language Attrition Among Adult Spanish Speakers

John Robertson

A Principled Explanation for Obstruent Frequency Counts in English

Carolyn M. Spencer

Comparison and Contrast of Spanish and English Discourse Styles

Mark P. Peterson

Where are you, Mrs. Tsu?

Scott Jarvis
Jacques du Plessis

Language Methodology and Text Design: What Finnish Has Taught Us

Murray F. Smith

The Case for Cases Easy as One, Two, Three
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